MOUSTACHE QUICK-PARK STEM
MODELS CONCERNED: FRIDAY 27.3 / FRIDAY 27.5 / FRIDAY 27 LIMITED

**Installation**

1. Push the top cap forward.
2. Open the lever.
3. Install to the fork steerer.
4. Screw the bolt to the star nut with 5mm hex key from the center of the top cap at 3 Nm.
5. Tighten the clamp bolt to 16-18 Nm with a 5mm hex key.
6. Tighten the M2.5 nut to 2-3 Nm with a 2mm hex key.
7. Close the lever.
**Use**

The Moustache Quick-Park stem allows turning the handlebar at 90° in a snap when you stow your bike in a corridor.

To do this, follow the instructions below:
1. Push the top cap forward.
2. Open the lever.
3. Block the front wheel with your legs and turn the handlebar at 90°.
4. Close the lever.
5. To put the handlebar straight, repeat the previous steps by turning the handlebar at 90° in the opposite way.

**How to reduce play**

Only in case of wearing parts during long time ride, this stem features an innovative system to reduce play, please follow the instructions below:
1. Loosen the M2.5 nut.
2. Adjust the spacer to reach a closing lever of 13-15 Kgs push load.
   With a 2.5mm hex key, turn the spacer clockwise, will increase the push load, whereas rotating counter clockwise will lower down the push load.
3. Tighten the M2.5 nut to 2-3 Nm.